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Now What?
IMPLEMENTATION TESTING IS OVER



The Problem

You have just released an EMR upgrade that fixes several issues that have been a problem for your organization for quite 

some time.  In the beginning, all seems well and good, but then the Help Desk starts to get flooded with issues that you 

were not even aware were part of the upgrade.  Then you start getting calls from angry Directors and Vice Presidents 

asking “did you even test the system before you added the new fixes?”  You are thinking “where did we go wrong?”  Let us 

examine some practices from the categories below:
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The Solution
Planning.  In order to conduct good testing, you need to make sure you plan well in advance.  During this planning phase, 

you need to analyze the upgrade notes and any new scripts that the vendor may provide.  When analyzing the new upgrade, 

identify the existing workflows/processes and other external systems that will be impacted and the timeline for the testing 

phase.  You will also want to start developing test cases and scripts ensuring that you are testing the entire workflow along 

with any external systems.  If you just develop the test cases and scripts to address the new functionality, chances are you 

are not going to catch something that could impact the end user in a big way.  You then want to communicate these new 

scripts to your IT organization, the training team and the end-users that are impacted.  It is good practice to communicate 

with the same set of documentation, for instance a workflow diagram, the test script and scenario and a document which 

explains it in a more narrative way to the end user.  This is illustrated in the following diagram.
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This will help to obtain buy-in from each area and prove to the end users that you are testing the new upgrade.  The 

following images, are illustrations of the three documents with an explanation of the purpose of each. 
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Workflow Diagram
The diagram employs a role-based swimlane structure and standardized color coding.  The green color on the diagram 

indicates interaction with other external systems.  You could use the color yellow on the diagram to indicate a manual step 

or process.  The diagram will display a high-level overview of the workflow being changed and tested.
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Workflow Test Script
The Workflow Test Script lists the detailed step-by step actions that need to be done to complete the workflow and which 

test user needs to perform that step.  Notice the variables column.  Variables are items that plug into a scenario.  For 

instance, if you need to enter an order for the script, the variable would be the specific order and the user can specify what 

specific order they want the script tested with. This makes the script more flexible.  Notice the Meta Tags column.  Meta 

tags are tied to each script so the script can be pulled from a database.  For instance, if you want to pull all the scripts 

pertaining to the ED, as long as the script has a meta tag of ED, it would be listed.
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Workflow Document - Core Components
The workflow document is meant to summarize the diagram and test script in a more narrative format.  This is what should 

be communicated to everyone when a workflow changes or a new one is created.  The core components of this document 

are listed below along with an example of the components.

•  Header Identifies the workflow, processes, intent, and the users

•  Objectives
Provides a brief summary statement followed by a user-centric description of the steps 
detailed in the script for this individual

•  Workflow Steps Lists the steps each user role needs to perform

•  Required Items
Details any mandatory steps (Stops and Yields in EMR) that are seen in the scripts.  This is 
followed by the Workflow diagram

•  Prerequisites
As workflows may build upon previous actions, this section informs the Tester of what 
Workflows or actions must occur prior to this workflow being tested

•  Workflow Diagram Displays the workflow diagram for the workflow

•  Software Applications Lists the various EMR modules in use as well as any other non-EMR applications

•  Technical Analysis
Informs the Tester of what authorizations must be in place (users roles as well as software 
access to the EMR and other systems

•  Manual Steps
Actions such as telephone calls, patient transportation and similar processes are noted here 
as well as who performs these steps

•  Meta tags
These are key words from within the workflow that can be used to define primary processes 
and/or services within the workflow (i.e. lab test, patient registration, etc.)
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Preparation
Now that you have a good idea of what the testing will entail, it’s important to prepare your environment so that the 

testing runs smoothly.  This includes the following:

 • Ensure the testing environment has been cleared out of any previous testing data, physicians, patients, etc. so that  

  you know you are starting with clean testing data.

 • Populate the testing environment with physicians, patients, etc. that will fit with your new scripts/scenarios.

 • Populate the testing environment with testing IDs that have correct role/security that matches what is currently  

  in production and matches the real world.  Due to new functionality being added, security and/or roles may need to  

  be modified.

 • Ensure the test interfaces are running to and from external systems and that the testers have the appropriate access  

  to these external systems.

 • Identify any external users you want to be involved in the testing and make sure they get any necessary training in  

  order to complete the testing successfully.

 • Perform an initial dry-run test with a couple of scripts to ensure the environment is set-up correctly.

It must be emphasized that the training environment and user IDs match the real world; otherwise it’s not a real test.

Execution
This is the phase when you perform the testing event with the super users/end users.  Send out the schedule early and 

several times to ensure this communication is being received.  You should perform this in a large testing room with a 

“Manager of the Day” (MOD) to ensure the right people are there at the right time.  The testers should document thoroughly 

what their findings are.  From there it needs to be determined if the defect was a build issue, script issue, interface issue 

or training issue.  This information needs to be fed back to the appropriate teams for modifications.  It then needs to go 

through the appropriate Change Control channels so that a formal process is followed for changing the test system.  It 

should be treated just as if it were production.  Also, everyone should be made aware of any changes that are being made 

through Change Control.  It should be determined here what needs to be regression tested.  You need to repeat the test 

scripts until they pass without any issues.

Maintenance
Once you are finished with your testing.  It is good practice to keep a library of the test scripts so they can be used again 

as a template with minor modifications.  Why let a lot of hard work go to waste.  Using taxonomy is a good idea so that 

you can classify your scripts in ordered categories.  For example, you may want an order for all of your Admit, Discharge, 

Transfer (ADT) scripts into a category with a numbering scheme.  You might choose ADT 101 for the first one, ADT 102 for 

the second and so on.  Another good practice for maintaining scripts is to use meta tagging which was illustrated earlier in 

this document.  You can tag your scripts with characteristics of that script.  If these are put into a database, you can retrieve 

needed scripts by searching on their meta tags.  For instance, you have a script which covers the workflow of Admitting 

a Patient to the Hospital (ADT 101).  When the script was written, it was tagged with the words Admit, Transport, etc. as 
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these are all steps in the script.  Let’s imagine that the transport functionality changes and we need to test all of the scripts 

that contain the Transport steps.  If the scripts are meta tagged correctly, you could simply search through them using the 

word Transport and see a list of all the scripts that need to be tested.  It’s the same concept as searching for keywords in a 

search engine.  Many organizations skip the maintenance piece of scripting, which they regret later.

Closing Statement
I hope you can see that I’ve tried to emphasis the importance of putting time, effort and resources on the front end when 

it comes to testing with any system at any point.  It’s better to go through some pain up front, than to have a bunch of fixes 

after you release the new functionality which also leads to upset and untrusting end users in the end.
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